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Week 2: Introducing Story Writing
The Very Short Story: Goals, Obstacles, and Description

Overview of Story Writing: The Very Short Story

You will be writing a very short story of four to five paragraphs this week. You will be “directed”
in this just like you are in all CI essays and reports -- in a step-by-step manner. 

You will write a story about someone trying to escape from an enemy--like last week’s
sample story/passage. 

I. TOPIC OF STORY
You will be writing an original short 
story about getting away from a villain 
(like the Ryanne story). 

II. NUMBER OF PARAGRAPHS IN 
THE BODY OF YOUR STORY
A. Basic students will write 5 para-

graphs for your story.
B. Extension students will write 6

paragraphs for your story.

III. SENTENCES PER PARAGRAPH
A. Basic students will write 6-8

sentences per paragraph.
B. Extension students will write 

8-10 sentences per paragraph.

IV. SENTENCES VS. PARAGRAPHS+
A. Basic students will write 30-40

total sentences.
B. Extension students will write 

48-60 total sentences.
+The paragraphs assigned here are 

the minimum that you should plan 
to write. Since some of your para-
graphs may contain dialogue, you 
should write more paragraphs 
than the number assigned -- and 
count total number of sen-
tences rather than paragraphs
to complete this assignment.

Note: This Overview Box, which is provided at the beginning of each project, is here to give students (and
teachers) an at-a-glance look at the entire composition assignment. Each step of each lesson is assigned
and detailed throughout the week(s).

So, if your story contains a lot of dialogue, 
instead of paragraphs, count your sen-
tences:
Basic: 30-40 sentences
Extension: 48-60 sentences

V. OPENING PARAGRAPH
Students will not write an Opening 
Paragraph. You will weave all background 
information into your story.

VI. CLOSING PARAGRAPH
Students will not write a Closing 
Paragraph. You will weave your story’s 
conclusion into the story.

VII. QUOTATIONS
You should plan to include dialogue.
You will be instructed in how to write 
dialogue in this week’s project.

VIII. WRITE ON/ADDITIONAL SKILLS
You will learn/further develop the following      
additional skills:
A. Goals of the character
B. Obstacles for the character
C. Description of setting



Lesson A. Prewriting/Goal Setting: The Protagonist Must Have a 
Goal

The protagonist is the main character of the story. He or she is sometimes called the “star.” This character may
be human, animal, or even object, but the important thing is that most of the action centers around the protagonist. 

(1) Human:  Merida (Brave)
Carl (Up)

(2) Animal: Martin (Finding Nemo)
Flick (A Bug’s Life)

(3) Object:   Woody (Toy Story)
Woody and Buzz (Toy Story III)
Lightning (Cars)

The “action” is the goal that the entire story revolves around. A character may, and usually will (in longer stories),
have smaller goals and secondary goals (otherwise known as subplots). 

But a character must have a singular goal that holds the entire story together. Without this goal, the story is just a
description of events (i.e. a narrative or re-telling essay) not a genuine story.

In your story, the goal will be simple: Get away! In other stories, the goals may be more complex such as keeping a
best friend or doing the right thing in a trying situation. 

Two goals may even contradict. For example, if doing the right thing causes you to lose a friend, your goals may clash. 

The important thing at this point is that you are clear at the beginning of your story writing what the main character’s goal
is (keeping a friend at all costs [not recommended] or doing the right thing even if it means losing a friend). 

In other cases, the character’s goal may change. The original goal may have been wrong or unrealistic. This usually in-
volves the character changing (character arc) over the course of the story.

<> A-1. Look up each of the stories/characters given below (if needed). What goals did each of the following 
characters have?

Note: See the Help Box following this lesson for help with this assignment, if needed.

Note: Fill in the answers for all the stories you have seen. Don’t worry about getting names right, just 
the ideas.

1. Marlin (Finding Nemo) ___________________________________________________

2. Mr. Incredible (The Incredibles) ___________________________________________________

3. Mike and Sully (Monsters University) ___________________________________________________

4. Merida (Brave) ___________________________________________________

5. Carl (Up) ___________________________________________________

6. Woody (Toy Story) ___________________________________________________
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7. Woody and Buzz (Toy Story III) ___________________________________________________

8. Remy (Ratatouille) ___________________________________________________

9. Mike and Sully (Monsters Inc) ___________________________________________________

10. Flick (A Bug’s Life) ___________________________________________________

11. Lightning (Cars) ___________________________________________________

<> A-2. Go back through the list above and circle any of the stories where the goal changes or the main char-
acter is happy even though he or she didn’t achieve the original goal. In those stories, what was the 
new goal and why was it better than the original?

Note: The main character may achieve his/her original goal but learn that something else is even 
more important.

1. Marlin (Finding Nemo) ___________________________________________________

2. Mr. Incredible (The Incredibles) ___________________________________________________

3. Mike and Sully (Monsters University) ___________________________________________________

4. Merida (Brave) ___________________________________________________

5. Carl (Up) ___________________________________________________
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Help Box for A-1.

Possible Goals of Characters
1. Marlin (Finding Nemo) -- To find Nemo (surprise))

2. Mr. Incredible (The Incredibles) -- Stop Syndrome from  killingg super heeroeess

3. Mike and Sully (Monsters University) -- Make itt  into thhe scare prooggrram

4. Merida (Brave) -- Be able to decidde who sshe should maarrry/dde--beear mmom

5. Carl (Up) -- Get to the waterfaall

6. Woody (Toy Story) -- Be Andy’s favoorite toy/return to Andy

7. Woody and Buzz (Toy Story III) -- Find a child to care abouut  themm

8. Remy (Ratatouille) -- Be a chef

9. Mike and Sully (Monsters Inc) -- Scare childdren ttoo maakee ppower

10. Flick (A Bug’s Life) -- Save the ant colony

11. Lightning (Cars) -- Get to and win the Pistoon Cup Chhaammpiioonshipp



6. Woody (Toy Story) ___________________________________________________

7. Woody and Buzz (Toy Story III) ___________________________________________________

8. Remy (Ratatouille) ___________________________________________________

9. Mike and Sully (Monsters Inc) ___________________________________________________

10. Flick (A Bug’s Life) ___________________________________________________

11. Lightning (Cars) ___________________________________________________
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Help Box for A-2.

Possible Goal Changes of Characters
1. Marlin (Finding Nemo) -- No. He learned things on his  jourrneey but the  moost 

important goal was finding Nemo.

2. Mr. Incredible (The Incredibles) -- No

3. Mike and Sully (Monsters University) -- No 

4. Merida (Brave) -- No

5. Carl (Up) --  Yes. He reached the falls but learned thaat  saving Russell wwas 

more important.

6. Woody (Toy Story) --  Yes. While he achievved thee goal ooff getttiinng back to 

Andy, he is no longer Andy’s favorite alone.

7. Woody and Buzz (Toy Story III) -- Noo

8. Remy (Ratatouille) -- No

9. Mike and Sully (Monsters Inc) -- Yes. They learned  that llaauughteer ggets  moree  
power  than screams.

10. Flick (A Bug’s Life) -- No

11. Lightning (Cars) --  Yes. He  won the race, but learned that havingg frriends iss 

more important.



Lesson B. Prewriting/Obstacles: The Protagonist Must Face Ob-
stacles 

Even the best goal means nothing in a story unless there are significant obstacles that stand in the way of the main
character reaching his goal. The character must have the inner strength to fight through whatever obstacles are in his
way. 

If, in your story, the character wants to get away from a villain, but all he has to do to achieve that goal is go to the door,
turn the knob, and run away, it will obviously not be an interesting story.  

So your character has a goal and big obstacles standing in his or her way. What does he or she do? This is where
stories get very interesting. 

If your character sees all of the obstacles and decides to give up the goal, then the story ends there. 

But if your character faces the obstacles, he or she may succeed and achieve the goal or fail and not achieve the
goal. 

Either way, the character meeting those obstacles creates what every story needs: drama.

<> B. What were the primary obstacles facing the following characters? See the Help Box following this 
lesson for help with this assignment, if needed.

Note: Fill in the answers for all the stories you have seen. Don’t worry about getting names right 
(places, bad guys, etc.), just the ideas. Each one may have several obstacles. 

1. Marlin (Finding Nemo) ___________________________________________________

2. Mr. Incredible (The Incredibles) ___________________________________________________

3. Mike and Sully (Monsters University) ___________________________________________________

4. Merida (Brave) ___________________________________________________

5. Carl (Up) ___________________________________________________

6. Woody (Toy Story) ___________________________________________________

7. Woody and Buzz (Toy Story III) ___________________________________________________

8. Remy (Ratatouille) ___________________________________________________

9. Mike and Sully (Monsters Inc) ___________________________________________________

10. Flick (A Bug’s Life) ___________________________________________________

11. Lightning (Cars) ___________________________________________________
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Lesson C. Scene Development: Creating Scene Descriptions

Two Gutters--Lack of Description and Over-Description

Descriptive writing is like bowling in that there are two gutters. The first gutter is the lack of description. This type of
writing projects no pictures into the imagination of the reader. 

The second gutter is over-description. This is when every aspect of the scene is described in too much detail. When
this happens, the whole scene grinds to a stop while an entire paragraph is spent describing a chair, for example.
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Help Box for B.

Possible Primary Obstacles of Characters
1. Marlin (Finding Nemo) -- Distance; sharks; jellyfish; Nemoo  is  in fish  tankk

2. Mr. Incredible (The Incredibles) -- He is retired; various  robbots

3. Mike and Sully (Monsters University) -- They  don’t gget aloong;  Mike doeesn’’t  have 
scaring skills; Sully doesn’t work hard

4. Merida (Brave) -- Tradition; Mor’du (the bad beaarr); they  only  haavve  two  daays;  

father wants to kill bears

5. Carl (Up) -- Court orders him to move to retiirement hhoome;; CChharllees Muntz;  
pack of dogs

6. Woody (Toy Story) -- Buzz is cooler; Sid liikes to torturre  toys;; moving van  is 

leaving the next day

7. Woody and Buzz (Toy Story III) -- Sunny Acres is run byy a diicctatoorr; tthe giant 

incinerator; Andy is growing uup 

8. Remy (Ratatouille) -- He’s a rat

9. Mike and Sully (Monsters Inc) -- Child gets into  their world

10. Flick (A Bug’s Life) -- He is independent in ann antt colony tthat wantss uniiffoor-
mity; his only allies are circus bugs; grassshopperss arre rreaalllly llaarrge

11. Lightning (Cars) -- He must fix the road he tore up; he is ddisttracted and  falls 

into last place



Two Keys--Use Action and Be Picky

The first key to avoiding either of these pitfalls is to describe using action as much as possible. For example, in-
stead of writing, The spindly antique chair sat in the corner, write, The antique chair wobbled precariously as the man
sat down. By doing this, you keep the scene moving while describing the things in the scene.

You can be assured of having more action-driven descriptions if you use action verbs as much as possible and avoid
using being and linking verbs.

For example, instead of saying, The window pane was glossy, say The window pane glistened in the rain.

You will avoid using being and linking verbs better if you learn to recognize this category of verbs by learning CI’s BHL
(Be a Helper, Link) verb song/rhyme.

<> C-1. Optional: Memorize the Be, a Helper, Link (BHL) verbs song (to the tune of the Alphabet Song):

The second key is to be picky about what you spend time describing and what you do not. 

The point of descriptive fictional writing is to put images into the mind of the reader and put emotions into his or
her heart. Some things need to be described in more detail than others. 

<> C-2. Write a new sentence beneath each sentence given below, changing the description to action-verb-
generated descriptions rather than adjective-generated description.

Hint: Go through the sentences and highlight all of the BHL verbs in them. Then 
consider if each of these can be removed/replaced.
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BHL Verb Song

ABCDEFG
Be, a Helper, Link verbs,
HIJKLMNOP
Is, Are, Am, Was, & Were.
QRSTUV
Be, & Being, Been, Become,
WXYZ
Has, & Had, & Have are ones.
Now I said my ABC's
Can, Could, Shall, Should—they are fun
Next time won’t you sing with me?
Will, Would, Do, Did, Does, & Done
ABCDEFG
May, Might, Must—they are some as well,
HIJKLMNOP
Appear, Look, Seem, Remain, Taste, Feel, & Smell

Box for C-1



Example: The sinister man’s eyes were hollow.
The sinister man peered through hollow eyes.

1. Foreign dignitaries and diplomats were in the room.
                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                          

2. Shimmering lights were overhead.
                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

3. The queen of the realm sat on her silver throne.
                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

4. The robe had lots of colors.
                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

5. She had a detailed robe with exquisite brocade.
                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                          

6. She was looking at the guard who was addressing her.
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7. She was looking at the guard’s eyes.
                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

8. She was walking through the crowd.
                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

9. She was wandering between her subjects.
                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

10. A few moments later, the queen and servant were coming through the drapes.
                                                                                                                                                                                                          

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                                                                           

<> C-3. Choose five objects in the room you are sitting in right now. Write a sentence using action describing
each one. 

1.                                                                                                                                                                                                           
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2.                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                            

3.                                                                                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                            

4.                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                                            

5.                                                                                                                                                                                                            
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Sample Action Descriptions for <> C-2

1. Foreign dignitaries and diplomats milled about the room.

2. Psychedelic light shimmered overhead.

3. The queen of the realm perched herself high upon her silver throne.

4. The colorful robe glittered like a rainbow.

Sample Action Descriptions for <> C-3

1. He slammed his shoulder into the thick wooden door, but it didn’t 
budge.

2. He rotated the water glass rhythmically, watching the tiny impuri-
ties spin in the cup. 

3. Her long fingernails clacked intensely against the keys. 



Lesson D. Dialogue Writing: Quotation Review

You probably remember that a paragraph should have at least three sentences in order to be a paragraph, yet you have
probably also noticed instances in which a paragraph only contained a sentence or two—or even just a word or two. 

Whenever you are using dialogue (the written conversation of two or more people) or whenever you are quoting peo-
ple in your writing, begin a new paragraph each time the speaker changes.

When you write dialogue, unlike other writing you do, you should focus on sentences more than paragraphs:

1. Dialogue is comprised of sentences. 
2. The paragraph breaks in dialogue are not there to show a unit of thought like most paragraphs are.
3. The paragraphs in dialogue are there to show when a new speaker speaks. 
4. Plan for a new paragraph each time the speaker changes, just like the sample did.

If you have ever written quotes in an essay or report, you probably remember the two first quote rules:

1. Periods always go inside closing quotation marks--never on the outside.
2. Commas always go inside closing quotation marks--never on the outside.

<> D-1. In the Dialogue Box provided (Box D-1), highlight the name of each person who is speaking.

Did you find the following:

1. Paragraph 1, the speaker is the Olmec.
2. Paragraph 2, the speaker is Hershey.
3. No name is given in Paragraph 3 (though we know it is Olmec, don’t we?).
4. Paragraph 4, no speaker is given, but we know it is Hershey.
5. Paragraph 5, the exasperated Indian is talking.

The words that tell who is speaking are called the speech tag. 
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Dialogue Box

“So you invented milk chocolate?” questioned the Olmec.  (Paragraph 1)

“No, the Swiss invented that,” replied Hershey. (Paragraph 2)

“Did you invent the chocolate factory?” (Paragraph 3)

“No. Dr. James Baker opened the first American chocolate factory in 1765 in
Massachusettes. And in 1852, Domingo Ghiradelli opened a plant in San Francisco.”
(Paragraph 4)

The exasperated Indian asked, “So what did you invent?” (Paragraph 5)
Box D-1



The speech tags in the paragraphs you studied above include the following:
1. questioned the Olmec.
2. replied Hershey.
3. The exasperated Indian asked,

Do you see how the speech tag tells who is speaking?
Do you see how you can skip the speech tag sometimes if there are only two speakers--and you can clearly see who is
talking?
You will be using dialogue soon!
To begin with, you should learn just a few dialogue rules:

1. Each time the speaker changes, a new paragraph is started. 
a. This means that the person switched. 
b. Do not change paragraphs if the same person is saying more than one sentence. 
c. All of one person’s words at that given moment go in one paragraph (until another person 

begins speaking).
d. When a different speaker talks, a new paragraph is started (even if the “new speaker” spoke earli-

er).
2. When a speech tag comes at the beginning of the sentence, do the following:

a. Start the speech tag with a capital letter since it is the first word of your sentence.
b. Put a comma after it, then begin your quote with a quotation mark-capital letter: The exasperated 

Indian asked, “So what did you invent?”*
3. When a speech tag comes at the end of the sentence (following the words that were spoken), do the 

following:
a. If your quote is a statement, put a comma then quotation mark at the end of it: “No, the Swiss 

invented that,” replied Hershey.*
b. If your quote is a question or exclamatory sentence, put that end mark (? !) inside the quota-

tion mark (since it is part of your sentence): “So you invented milk chocolate?” questioned the 
Olmec.

c. Start the speech tag with a lower case letter (since it is not a new sentence but part of the sen-
tence you are now writing): questioned the Olmec.

* Note: A sentence may only contain one period used as an end mark. Thus, when you have a beginning
speech tag, follow it with a comma--not a period. The entire sentence will end with a period--one period as
an end mark for the entire sentence.

<> D-2. Rewrite four (Extension: six) of the quoted sentences from the Dialogue Box with speech tags in 
different positions with different wording, etc.
Sample: “So what did you invent?” asked the Olmec in a perturbed voice.

1. _____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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4. _____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

5. Extension--_________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

6. Extension--_________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Lesson E. “Story” Writing: Outline Rough Draft
Now you are ready to outline your story. Your story will be five or six paragraphs in length. You will simply write a very short
story about a person who needs to get away from a villain of some type. He/she will face obstacles--and will either over-
come these and succeed (get out) or not overcome them and fail (not get out). 

<> E-1. Read the Sample Story provided in last week’s passage.
<> E-2. Study the Sample Goals, Obstacles, and Outline (Box for E-2) based on last week’s Sample Story 

provided below.
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Ryanne’s Obstacle:

Sample Outline From S-by-S 

Topic of paragraph 1: A guard appoaches Queen Ryanne and tells her of the plan to kill her

Sentence 1:  dignitaries & diplomats costumes & masks = captured light � 
kaleidoscope

Sentence 2: illuminaries +++ colors gleamed & glittered brightly
Sentence 3: Queen Ryanne � throne elevated�adoring crowd
Sentence 4: amid celebration feel tension pulsing � land

Ryanne’s Goal:  Get away from assassin

Sample Paragraph From S-by-S
Paragraph 1

Officials and ambassadors from various countries mingled on the palatial floor; the
palace was converted into a rainbow of color because of their vibrant attire and elaborate
masks. Dazzling lights of color sparkled and shined. Above the admiring and spirited
multitude lingered Queen Ryanne on her pearly throne. Though this was a time of cele-
bration, she could sense that something was awry.

Box for E-2



<> E-3. What is the goal of your character? Get away from the villain!

<> E-4. What will the setting of your story be?
________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

<> E-5. List your characters

1) ___________________________________            2) ___________________________________

3) ___________________________________            4) ___________________________________

5) ___________________________________            6) ___________________________________

<> E-6. List at least three obstacles your character will face. 

1) _______________________________________________________

2) _______________________________________________________

3) _______________________________________________________

<> E-7. Outline your story on the lines provided following these steps:

1. Move to the notetaking section provided in these instructions and write your paragraph topics, in the order you 
think you will want them, on the "Topic of Paragraph" lines. Since you will have dialogue, and you might 
have short paragraphs sometimes, you might think of the paragraph lines as more of “scene” lines rather 
than paragraph ones.

2. Once you have all of your paragraph topics designed, fill in the lines beneath with notes to indicate what you 
want to include in each paragraph. You should do this Sentence-by-Sentence unless you have your teacher’s 
permission to do it by listing several key points for each paragraph.

3. If, while you are taking sentence notes, you think of more paragraph topics or see that a paragraph will need di-
vided in two paragraphs, just mark this. Your outlining space is for you! You may add, subtract, or divide 
however you desire.

4. You may write down too much information and omit some of it later when you are writing, if needed, but do not 
write down too little information.
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5. You may or may not use all of the sentence lines, according to the number of sentences assigned to you. 

6. Be sure you include at least a little dialogue.

Note: You may or may not use all of the outlining lines. Remember that when you use quoted dialogue,
you will change paragraphs each time a different speaker (than the one currently speaking) begins
speaking.  Be sure to indicate when a new speaker begins speaking right here in your outline.

All--Paragraph One of Body
Topic of Paragraph A ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 1 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 2 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 3 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 4 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 5 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 6 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 7 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 8 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 9 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 10 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

All--Paragraph Two of Body
Topic of Paragraph B ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 1 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 2 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 3 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 4 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 5 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 6 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 7 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 8 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 9 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 10 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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All--Paragraph Three of Body
Topic of Paragraph C ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 1 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 2 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 3 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 4 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 5 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 6 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 7 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 8 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 9 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 10 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

All--Paragraph Four of Body
Topic of Paragraph D ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 1 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 2 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 3 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 4 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 5 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 6 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 7 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 8 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 9 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 10 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Paragraph Five of Body
Topic of Paragraph E ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 1 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 2 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 3 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 4 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 5 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 6 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 7 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 8 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 9 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 10 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Extension--Paragraph Six of Body
Topic of Paragraph F ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 1 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 2 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 3 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 4 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 5 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 6 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 7 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 8 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 9 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 10 ____________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Lesson F. Write On: Synonyms for Villain

The store of synonyms for villain is so well-stocked that it seems, well, villainous to employ that relatively colorless
word in favor of many worthy substitutes — especially in humorous contexts. Here’s a roster of appropriate alternatives.
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Synonyms for Villain

Baddie: Usually lighthearted. It is an accomplice or henchman to the main villain.
Beast: Horrible person. Someone who acts like an animal physically or morally
Brute: A tough, violent person
Bully: Someone who picks on or attacks weaker people
Cutthroat: Someone who is violent, will literally cut someones throat
Desperado: Bad guy in Mexico or the old west
Devil: Someone who is like the devil
Evildoer: Someone who does evil things
Fiend: A very talented, conniving bad guy. Word is usually described the bad guy
Goon: A tough, violent person who is usually hired by the main bad guy
Heavy: Someone who is really strong
Henchman: The main bad guys assistant
Hooligan: Usually a young person who commits smaller crimes like vandalism
Mastermind: The architect of a criminal plot
Meanie: Lighthearted term for someone who is mean, often a child
Miscreant: Someone who commits small crimes
Monster: Someone who acts like a monster. Person has no morals and is extremely powerful
Outlaw: A fugitive, often used in the old west
Rascal: A mischievous person. This person does things that are not allowed, but not immoral or evil things.
Reprobate: A person who has no conscience
Rogue: A person who does there own thing. Because they operate outside the rules, they often break the rules
Rough: A violent person
Rowdy: A person who breaks the rules of order and etiquette
Ruffian: A person who roughs up another person.
Savage: Someone who is not civilized and doesnt live according to the rules of civilized society
Scalawag: Someone who is playfully mischievous Box F



Lesson G. Story Writing: Write Story
<> G. Write your story in your notebook on every other line or key it on the computer. 

Lesson H. Composition and Editing: Edit and Revise Using the
Checklist Challenge

<> H. Use the Checklist Challenge located after this week’s lesson to edit your story.
(1) Complete each revision for each paragraph, as indicated. 
(2) Insert revisions with pen or pencil into your rough draft paper.
(3) Highlight (or code) each revision on your story as suggested in the Teacher’s Guide or as directed by

your  teacher.
(4) Check off (or code) each item’s check box on the Checklist Challenge for this week.

Note: If you are not familiar with CI’s Checklist Challenge, and you feel that you need more 
help on it than this upper level book provides, you may desire to secure a first semester MC 
book for levels four through nine or the Character Quality Language Arts Teacher’s Guide--
all of which contain detailed lessons on the How To’s of the Checklist Challenge. Also, see 
the Checklist Challenge Coding box provided. 

Note: Notice that after several tasks of the Checklist Challenge, the items start to contain 
words like “If you have already done this, highlight the word or sentence in your paper 
and highlight the check box(es) as directed by your teacher.” When you start to see 
these words, you may just locate the items in your paper and code them for your teacher 
rather than adding more of them. Be sure you code the items in your paper and in the 
task check boxes of the CC Chart.

Lesson I. Composition: Final Copy of Your Story
<> I-1. Edit your story with your teacher or another “editor.”

<> I-2. Write the final copy of your story.
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Checklist Challenge Coding
Your teacher may desire for you to code your CC for her so that she can grade it/check it more easily. The following steps
will help you learn to code your CC for your teacher. For more help on this, see the Suggested CC Coding Chart in the back
of this Meaningful Composition book.

1. Use colored pencil or colored pens or highlighters.
2. Print off your double spaced rough draft report or essay (or use your handwritten rough draft).
3. With your CC on one side and your paper on your dominant side (right hand side for right handed students), 

complete the first CC task.
4. Place a check mark in the check boxes for the items that say "read" or "look for errors," etc., with a pen as 

you complete them.
5. For items that involve inserting things or omitting something and adding something else, code in one of two ways:

a. Insert the change or addition with a pen or pencil on your paper and use a highlighter to mark it in your 
paper in a distinguishing way--highlight the addition with an orange highlighter, circle the change with blue high-
lighter, double underline the title with a pink highlighter, etc. (choosing whatever colors you desire without repeat-
ing the exact same marking). OR

b. Insert the change or addition with a colored pencil or colored pen (choosing whatever colors you desire with
out repeating the exact same marking). (In this method, you will eventually need to add the change AND circle it or 
underline it so that your exact same marking is not repeated. For example, you might add verbs with a blue pen 
but add the title with a blue pen and underline the title with that same blue pen--two different markings, one written    
in blue pen and one written in blue pen and underlined with the blue pen.)

6. Whatever you do to the insertion on your paper should be done to the CC check boxes for that item. 
a. For example, if you highlight your new verbs with an orange highlighter in your paper, you will color in the check 

box with orange highlighter. 
b. If you underline your title with purple highlighter in your paper, you should underline the check box with purple 

highlighter. 
c. If you write your new verbs in green colored pencil in your paper, make a check mark in the check box with that 

same green colored pencil. 
7. If your teacher gives you permission to skip a CC task (or you and she do not think a change will improve a para-   

graph), place an NC (no change) in the check box for that paragraph, so your teacher will not look for it.
8. If you skip a task altogether (without your teacher’s permission), place an X in the task box(es), so your teacher will       

know not to search for the revisions. Obviously, it is always preferrred that you do all of your assignments, but it 
would be better to indicate that you skipped something than to leave the box(es) blank.

The point is that the coding you put into the paper copy of your composition should be identical to what you do to
(or above, beneath, around, etc.) the CC check boxes for that task. This method will allow your teacher to have your
CC chart on one side and your "colorful paper" (with the CC revisions inserted with colors) on the other. She can check at
a glance to find your new insertions, title, Thesis Statement, and more.

Note: Some students prefer to do the CC on their paper on the electronic document on the computer with the
colored shading tool provided in word processing programs. This is fine, too, but the student should still do the
same marking/coding on the CC chart as he did on the electronic document--or write beside the tasks what
color each task is. For example, if the student shades the verbs he replaced in pink shading, he should write
PINK beside the CC task for the verbs on the chart. Then when he prints this "colorful" version, the teacher can
still check his revisions easily. 

Box H
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Read your story to your teacher or an older sibling. Together, listen for sentences that sound 
unclear. Be sure to read aloud. You will “hear” errors you would otherwise not find. Place a 
check mark in each CC box with a pen or pencil when this step is completed. 

Focus on content errors at this time.

Circle each verb with a light colored highlighter. This will make it easier to change your verbs and 
to add adverbs (ly words and others) as further directed. “Code” the CC boxes in the same 
way that you coded your located verbs in your paper.

Be sure to circle all of the following verbs:
• Action verbs--show what the subject does
• Be, a Helper, Link verbs (BHL)--being, helping, and linking verbs (is, are, am, was, were, has, had, do, 

does, etc.)
• Infinitives--to + verb (to +action verb or to + BHL verb)

Be sure you circle the verbs in your writings as this step is crucial later in the Checklist 
Challenge. However, do not get discouraged if you miss some. You do not need to labor  
over each word, fearful of missing a verb. The more you look for the verbs, the better you 
will get at finding them--and the better you will get at the verb-related CC items.

Change one of the “boring” verbs in each paragraph to a “strong” verb. You may select 
one from the list below or choose one of your own. “Code” the CC boxes in the same way that 
you coded your added verbs in your paper.

Instead of Use Instead of Use Instead of Use
found discovered looking appearing run sprint
coming visiting sit recline talk communicate
go hasten to asked interrogated lay recline
said announced write pen lie deceive
look examine answered responded play frolic
walk saunter lie stretch out talk proclaim
list enumerate become develop work toil
look scan see determine add enhance
help assist teach instruct

Be sure you add or delete words in the sentence when inserting your new verb, as needed for clarity.
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Checklist Challenge for Week 2: Introducing Story Writing
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Complete the Checklist Challenge by using these guides:
• Determine which check boxes apply to your level.
•  Each box will indicate the number of changes that need to be completed (normally one box for each paragraph).

ALL LEVELS

BASIC LEVEL only

EXTENSION only

OPTIONAL -- Your teacher will decide whether you should complete this task or not, based on your grammar/usage level.

All

B

E

Optional
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Highlight one weak existing adverb in each paragraph. Remove each of these adverbs, and 
change the word each one modifies to a stronger word so that the adverb you have highlighted 
is no longer needed. “Code” the CC boxes in the same way that you coded the added 
adverbs in your paper.

Examples
Instead of Use Instead of Use Instead of Use
softly spoke     whispered       stood tall straightened      very pretty          beautiful
joyfully said     exclaimed       surprisingly found  discovered         quite alone         isolated
very fast          rapidly                looked closely peered very much      significant
studied deeply investigated      very nice gentle              badly broken      deteriorated
sat back reclined             walked slowly      sauntered        very good       outstanding

Some professional writers consider adverbs to be “inefficient tools of the weak mind.”  
Adverbs can be useful, especially those telling how or when something is done.   
However, strong verbs are even more helpful than adverbs. Careful writers eliminate 
much adverb use--and give their writing more forward motion--as strong verbs are uti-
lized.

Add one descriptive adjective to each paragraph. You may select one from the list below or 
choose one of your own. “Code” the CC boxes in the same way that you coded your added 
adjectives in your paper.

Examples:
stringent gracious lengthy trusted courteous infallible
meek meager valiant understanding trustworthy horrendous
courageous   fulfilling preoccupied terrible incapable presumptuous

An adjective is a describer that describes a noun or pronoun. It tells whose, which one, how 
many, or what kind. You should add descriptive adjectives--those that tell what kind.

From the Banned Words List below, select one word (or form of that word) that you have in 
one of your paragraphs, omit it, and substitute a similar, but stronger, word. If you do not have 
any Banned Words, just “code” the CC check box(es) as directed by your teacher (or 
place a check mark in each one that represents a paragraph with no Banned Words). 

Banned Word List
very             big              really            good              great        fine            slow
say              bad             little              want               see                 look           such                                                
ask              lot               find               walk               said                go             become
sit               think            soft               fast                many              find       

*like (Like is only banned when it is a verb. When used as a preposition, like often creates a simile--and is 
not a Banned Word.)                            

Advanced students should omit as many Banned Words as possible throughout all para- 
graphs.

Create a title, and put it at the top of the your paper. If you have already done this, you should
still “code” the CC check box and the title in your paper as directed by your teacher. 

Consider the following ideas:
• Something catchy: “Royal Rescue”
• Something comical: “Hide and Seek”
• Something bold: “Escape!”
• A song title or line: “Be My Escape”
• A Scripture: “Rescue Me”
• Something biblical: “The Savior”
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• Something about character: “Courage”
• Something informative: “Enemies of the State”
• Other: “The Great Escape”

Tips:
• Center your title at the top of the first page of your composition. 
• Capitalize the first letter of the first and last word. 
• Capitalize all the words within the title that are important--but not three-letter-

or-fewer articles, pronouns, or prepositions. 
• Do not italicize your title, though you may treat it like a minor work and sur-

round it with quotation marks (regular ones, not single ones), if desired.

Add a sentence to the very end of your writing that restates your Thesis Statement in some 
way. This is called the Thesis Statement “Reloaded” and should conclude your paper. If you 
have already done this, you should still “code” the CC check box and the Thesis Statement 
“Reloaded” as directed by your teacher. 

You may choose to include Thesis Statement “Reloaded” that restates the title of your paper
rather than the Thesis Statement.

Add one SSS5—Super Short Sentence of five words or fewer. If you have already done this, 
you should still “code” the CC check box and the SSS5 in your paper as directed by your 
teacher.

Examples:
• They display extraordinary stealth.
• Then, they are trapped!
• And soon it happened.

Add one SSS5 x 3 (Three Super Short Sentences of Five Words or Fewer) in a row for 
emphasis. If you have already done this,  you should still “code” the check box and the 
SSS5 x 3 in your paper as directed by your teacher.

Examples:
• They are subtle. They are sneaky. They are predators!
• They set traps. They devise snares. They trap their prey.

Using a thesaurus, if needed, change one word in each paragraph to a more advanced or 
distinct word. If you and your teacher feel that your vocabulary is advanced enough, you 
should still “code” the CC check box(es) and the advanced words in your paper as 
directed by your teacher. 

Instead of: Use: Instead of: Use:
tree maple deep bottomless
kind compassionate turn swerve
grass blades loud obnoxious 

This may be any type of word--noun, verb, describer, etc. When choosing the new word, select
one that paints a more vivid picture, gives better detail, is more distinct, etc. Do not just ran-
domly select a word. Your new word choice should be intentional.
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Choose a word (or forms of a word) that you used more than one time within each paragraph. 
If the word sounds redundant, change that word, at least once, to a word with a similar 
meaning. If you do not have any redundancy, just “code” the CC check box(es) as directed 
by your teacher.

Examples:
• If joyful is redundant, substitute elated the next time.
• If drove is redundant, substitute careened the next time.
• If answered is redundant. substitute retorted the next time.

Note: Advanced level students should omit as much redundancy as possible throughout all 
paragraphs.

Do not change insignificant words such as was, it, and, etc.

Add different sentence openers (also known as introductory material or non-essential 
information). If you have already done these, you should still “code”  the CC check boxes 
and the sentence openers in your paper as directed by your teacher.
Examples:

• A subordinate clause opener: When the spider’s victims are in these challenging posi-
tions, those critters are dinner for sure! (Sub Clause + Subordinator + subject + verb)

• A prepositional phrase opener: From these traps and snares, their prey seldom escape.
• An ing opener: Acting via traps and snares, spiders trap prey easily.
• An ed opener: Designed individually for each family of spider, a web is truly a work of art.
• A short PP that requires a comma: From this, the prey cannot get loose.
• A transition word or phrase: Next, the spider designs a temporary spiral of non-sticky silk to act as 
basting.

• An ly word (adverb): Amazingly, the spider produces silk threads from special glands in its 
abdomen.

• An ly phrase or clause followed by a comma: Slowly backtracking, the spider creates a spiral of sticky silk.
• A conjunctive adverb: Henceforth, the victim cannot escape.
• An interjection: Yes, the spider is a stealthy creature.
• Other non-essential material of your choice: Once there, the “dinner” has no way of escape.
Upper level students should choose various ones -- preferably without much repeating.

Add a double or triple adjective. If you have already done this, you should still “code” the 
CC check box(es) and the double or triple adjectives in your paper as directed by your 
teacher. 

Examples: 
• Double: The intricate, amazing web does its job well. (Or amazing, intricate web.)
• Triple: The creative, awesome, and sneaky spider is quite the predator. (Or awesome, 

creative, and sneaky spider.)

Separate items in a series with commas, placing the final comma before the and.
Double and triple adjectives need and or a comma between them if they can be placed    
in reverse order and still sound correct.
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Combine two sentences (or one sentence and one [or more] phrase/clause) into one complete 
sentence using the conciseness technique of your choice. If you have already done this, you 
should still “code” the CC check box(es) and the sentence in your paper as directed by 
your teacher. 

Examples:
• Appositive:

Two sentences: A spider’s web is an intricate trap. It seldom releases its victims.
One sentence: A spider’s web, an intricate trap, seldom releases its victims.
An appositive is a phrase dropped into a sentence--and surrounded by 
commas--that renames or restates the words before it.

• Compound verbs:
Two sentences: It traps its victims. It ensnares its victims.
One sentence: It traps and ensnares its victims.

Subject + verb + verb

• Subordinate clause placement:
Two sentences: The spider secures the center of the bridge with a vertical silk strand. 

Then it constructs a frame.
One sentence: Once the spider secures the center of the bridge with a vertical strand,  

it constructs a frame.
Sub Clause opener (subordinator + sub + verb) + CS 

• Another non-essential opener:
Two sentences: They are far more subtle in their methods. They act via traps and snares 

to put their victims in challenging positions.
One sentence: Subtle in their methods, they act via traps and snares to put their victims 

in challenging positions.
Phrase + CS

• Surbordinate clause placement mid sentence:
Two sentences: Orb webs are the ones seen by people most often. They are created by 

two families of spiders.
One sentence: Orb webs, which people see most often, are created by two families 

of spiders.
A subordinate clause (subordinator + Sub + verb) dropped into a sentence--and 
surrounded by commas--that gives more information.

• Conjunctive adverb:
Two sentences: A spider sits patiently in the center of the web. It waits for its victim.
One sentence: A spider waits for its victim; moreover, it sits patiently in the center of its 

web.
CS; CA, CS

• Conjunctive adverb within a sentence:
Two sentences: They are far more subtle in their methods. They act via traps and snares 

to put their victims in challenging positions.
One sentence: They are far more subtle, however, acting via traps and snares

CS, CA, CS

• Dash preceding clause or phrase:
Two sentences: Some predators do not catch their prey by assailing them directly. They 

are far more subtle in their methods.
One sentence: Some predators do not catch their prey by assailing them directly--they 

are far more subtle in their methods.
CS--CS 
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• Coordinating conjunction (cc) between two complete sentences (CS):
Two sentences: Each of the twenty-five families of spiders has its own design for a web.  

Orb webs are the ones most often seen by people.
One sentence: Each of the twenty-five families of spiders has its own design for a web, 

but orb webs are the ones most often seen by people.
CS , cc CS

• Semicolon between two complete sentences:
Two sentences: Spiders create intricate webs. Victims seldom escape from them.
One sentence: Spiders create intricate webs; victims seldom escape from them.

CS ; CS

• Colon usage:
Two sentences: There are two crafty predators. These include the spider and the Venus’ 

fly trap.
One sentence: There are two crafty predators: the spider and the Venus’ fly trap.

CS : CS

Upper level students should choose various ones -- preferably without much 
repeating.

Include one simile or metaphor (or more than one, according to your level). If you have already 
done this, you should still “code” the CC check box(es) and the simile or metaphor in your 
paper as directed by your teacher. 

Examples: 
• Simile--Comparison using like or as: The Venus’ fly trap is as insidious as the steel jaws of a 

hunter’s snare.
• Metaphor--Comparison without using like or as: The Venus’ fly trap is a hinged prison.

Add one word you have never used before in writing (or more than one, according to your 
level), if you and your teacher think it is appropriate. If you have already done this, you should 
still “code” the CC check box(es) and these words in your paper as directed by your 
teacher.

A word you have never used in writing might be one you use in speaking but not in
your compositions. Do not be afraid to use words you cannot spell! Use spell check on the
computer or a dictionary to spell these challenging words (or ask your teacher for
spelling help).

Edit each paragraph with your teacher, and correct any usage or spelling errors. Place a 
check mark in each CC box with a pen or pencil when this step is completed.
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Week 4: (I) Comparative Descriptive Writing and (II) Story Writing With Description-Blind Person
Part I--Comparing/Contrasting Story; Part II--Engaging Other Sense/Writing With Perspective

Part I:* Overview of Original Comparative Descriptive Story

I. TOPIC OF STORY
You will be writing a comparative/descriptive 
story about one person via a before/after situation 
in any setting such as one given below or a different 
one:
A. Olympic skater going on ice to compete vs. 

going on ice to receive gold medal
B. Horse show/rider getting horse ready vs. 

getting back on horse after being thrown off 
and injured (a month or two later)

C. A President giving his inauguration speech 
vs. giving his losing speech next election

D. A child playing with his dog happily vs. same 
child approaching dog later after having 
been bitten by it a month earlier

E. Other

II. NUMBER OF PARAGRAPHS IN 
THE BODY OF YOUR STORY
All students will write 2 paragraphs

III. SENTENCES PER PARAGRAPH
A. Basic students will write 6-8 sentences 

per paragraph.
B. Extension students will write 7-10

sentences per paragraph.

*Part II of this weekly lesson has its own Overview Box later.

Note: You will not complete a Checklist Challenge for either of these stories.

Note: This Overview Box, which is provided at the beginning of each project, is here to give students (and
teachers) an at-a-glance look at the entire composition assignment. Each step of each lesson is as-
signed and detailed throughout the week(s).

IV. OPENING PARAGRAPH
Students will not write an Opening 
Paragraph. All pre-story details will be woven 
into the story.

V. CLOSING PARAGRAPH
Students will not write a Closing Paragraph. 
All concluding details will be woven into the 
story. 

VI. QUOTATIONS IN YOUR STORY
You may or may not include quotes or dia-
logue. Add dialogue only if needed to fur-
ther your description/comparison. If you are
being detailed with your description and char-
acter development, you will likely not have 
space for dialogue too.

VII. SOURCE CITATION WITHIN THE  
TEXT OF YOUR STORY
No source citation will be assigned since 
this is an original story.

VIII. WRITE ON/ADDITIONAL SKILLS
You will learn/further develop the following 
additional skills:
A. Creating a Setting
B. The skill of “Show Don’t Tell” your 

claims by describing a character’s Ac-
tions and Mannerisms rather than 
telling what your character is like

C. Comparative Words and Sentences



Lesson A. Composition/Study Skills: Choose Setting and Brain-
storming

<> A-1. Read the Sample Before/After Story provided (Box for A-1). 

The first step in your before/after story will be to choose the setting of it. You will want to choose the same or a simi-
lar setting for both paragraphs. This will help you make a more drastic comparison.

Telling about your person in one place and how he was, then telling about him or her in another place and how he/she
was would not be as dramatic as having the person be in the same place--with two very different sets of mannerisms, char-
acteristics, etc., (like the sample did) due to intervening experiences.

<> A-2. List the setting that you will have for your before/after character on the line provided.

_____________________________________________________________________

Due to space constraints, as well as due to the fact that you want your descriptions to tell your story, do not tell exactly
what happened during the time between your paragraphs. Your contrasts and descriptions will do this for you.

<> A-3. In the second paragraph of the sample story provided (Box for A-1), underline the following words that
tell a little bit about what happened during the intervening six months between paragraphs without
actually telling that event’s story:

1.  , six months and several surgeries later,
2.  ...the surgeon’s work was perfect,...
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The Injury
Josh Liebhaauser

David trotted onto the field at the twenty-five yard line. He snapped a dart pass to a re-
ceiver in the end zone as he warmed up for the game. As the sun beat down on his shoulder pads
and helmet, his wide receivers, tight ends, and running-backs lined up in a line to take turns
as they ran route after route. David lofted each pass with precision and follow-through, grin-
ning as they found their targets. When his team took the field, he bent over in the huddle and
scanned the play on his arm as he read it off. “Trips right, split left, drag four-seven-four,” he
barked. When the center snapped the ball, he dropped back and looked downfield for an open re-
ceiver. The opposing team’s secondary was so efficient, however, that he knew it was hopeless. Eye-
ing the green-jerseyed linemen bursting through his offensive line, he decided to run for it.
Tucking the ball against his bicep, he sprinted around the line and up the field, being forced to
the sidelines by sprinting linebackers. Three players hit him at the same time, and as he was
smashed into the brown grass he felt a sickening crack in his upper torso. As he lay on the
ground, his face contorted in pain. He knew that he had re-injured a previously broken collar-
bone, and he sagged in pain and the knowledge that his season was over.

David stepped onto the same field, six months and several surgeries later, swinging his
arms. He felt for the familiar tearing pain he had known for a long time, but the surgeon’s work
was perfect, and he couldn’t find it. Gingerly, David picked up a rugged football and tossed it
to a tight end. The player had to break stride to catch it, and handed it back. “No problem, Dave.
Try it again.” He did, gaining confidence with each successful completion. On his team’s first
offensive drive, David called a run and, standing under center and glancing nervously at the
lineman who had broken his collarbone crouching across from him, received the snap. Handing
it to the running back, he moved carefully out of the way, not making contact with any other
player. On the sideline, his offensive coordinator signaled a passing play, and, although the
day was a cool one, the quarterback began to sweat. He hunched over in the huddle, naming the
play. Wiping his hands on his jersey, David breathed out slowly and called for the snap. The ball
floated back into his waiting hands just as he saw a hefty linebacker blitz, picking up speed as
he crashed through a hole in the line like a green juggernaut. David, who had practiced this play
dozens of times in case of such an eventuality, immediately dumped a lightning pass to his
tight end, and was leveled to the dry ground a moment later. As he lay on the ground, a weary
smile came to his face. His collarbone had held up just fine, but he knew that he had only taken
the first of many hits.

Box for A-1

Josh Liebhauser
For Mrs. Reish
Ninth Grade

Before/After Story
Fall 2011
MC 9-II



Lesson B. Write On: “Show, Don’t Tell” By Using Description of 
Actions and Mannerisms 

In CI books, you learn how to describe things with adjectives, multiple adjectives, adverbs, and more. You are taught to
use the best, most descriptive adjective (one that paints a vivid, exact picture). You are also taught various descriptive im-
agery techniques such as alliteration, similes, metaphors, onomatopoeia, etc.

Another aspect of describing is that of using actions and mannerisms. In other words, not telling your reader about
your character, but letting that character's actions and mannerisms speak for himself /herself. That is, letting your
reader see and hear what your character is like, says, and does--and learning about your character through those things
rather than your telling the reader he is this or he is like that.

In the example, the author gives us the same person in two different situations. In the first paragraph, he is confident
and self-assured. In the second paragraph, he is nervous and timid.

<> B-1. In the first paragraph of the sample story (Box for A-1), highlight the following words and phrases:
1. trotted 2. snapped
3. lofted each pass with precision           4. grinning
5. barked 6. sprinted

<> B-2. In the second paragraph of the sample story (Box for A-1), highlight the following words and phrases:
1. stepped 2. glancing nervously
3. moved carefully out of the way           4. began to sweat
5. Wiping his hands on his jersey

Notice how the author doesn’t just tell you “he was confident,” or “he was nervous.” Instead he uses action to
show that the character is confident or nervous. This is the essence of the old phrase in writing: show don’t tell.

<> B-3. Write one sentence for each of the following situations. Describe the emotion of the characters using ac-
tion. If you need help or ideas, consult the Help Box for B-3 provided at the end of B-4.

1. Happy dog

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

2. Sad dog

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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3. Angry bird

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

4. Unconcerned bird

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

5. Tired baby

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

6. Happy baby

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

7. Overworked chef

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

8. Smart chef

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

9. Lawn worker on a hot day

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

10. Grandma who is cold

______________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________
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<> B-4. Choose a common character and setting and write four sentences that show rather than tell 
what he was like.

Example: SStrider sat brooding in the dark corner, shadows protecting his features from the leery crowd.

1. _____________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

2. _____________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

3. _____________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

4. _____________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Lesson C. Write On: Comparative Words and Sentences

Another way to provide description, especially comparative description like in the story for this week, is to use compara-
tive words and sentences. 

Comparative words and sentences are sentences that compare one thing to another. In this case, they are words
and sentences taking place in the same scenario--but with very different descriptions.
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Help Box for <> B-3:

1. The dog wagged his tail excitedly.
2. The dog tucked his tail between his legs and dropped his head.
3. The crow squawked indignantly at the intruder.
4. The eagle soared through the sky without moving his wings.
5. The baby rubbed his eyes and yawned.
6. The baby grinned and giggled.
7. The chef wiped his sweaty forehead on his shirt and stared at the 

growing list of orders.
8. The chef spooned sauce around the edge of the plates in a perfect line.
9. The man stared up at the glaring sun before returning to his mowing.

10. Grandma pulled the blanket tightly around her.



<> C-1. Re-read the first sentence of each paragraph of the sample (Box for A-1), and highlight the words
trotted and stepped. 

The author of this sample starts out showing the quarterback going onto the field. It is a simple action but the word
choice shows the difference in the character’s mind.

In the first paragraph, the quarterback trots onto the field. You can see his confidence.

In the second paragraph, he steps onto the field. The second word implies being hesitant.

<> C-2. Re-read both paragraphs and highlight any contrasting words or actions. You are looking for similar ac-
tions with different words used to describe them. 

As you can see, the contrast does not have to be too obvious. The subtle differences will create a different mood. In
this case, the QB is confident and self-assured in the first paragraph, while he is hesitant and worried in the second.

Also notice a clever thing this student author did by using two similar words but in a completely different situation. 

<> C-3. Highlight the words grinned in the first paragraph and smile in the second paragraph in the sample
provided (Box for A-1).

These are obviously not contrasting words, but they are used to contrast each other because of the context. The
word grinned is used early in paragraph one, before the injury. The word smile is used at the end of paragraph two,
after the quarterback knows he can take a hit. This word is being used to show that the character is recovering, not
just physically, but mentally--but he is still not back to where he was...back when he grinned.

<> C-4. After you have written your story this week (or as you outline and write it; plan for these), add the fol-
lowing and list them on the lines provided.

1. Three contrasting words: _____________________    _____________________    _____________________
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Answer Key for <> C-2:

1.  Snapped a dart pass vs. tossed it
2.  QB called play vs. offensive coordinator
3.  QB looks at secondary first vs. looking at linebacker first
4.  Good passes vs. receiver having to break stride
5.  Barked vs. breathed out slowly and calling for the snap
6.  After hit face contorts in pain vs. smiling



2. One contrasting sentence structure: __________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________

Lesson D. Study Skills/Prewriting: Outline Two Comparative, De-
scriptive Paragraphs

<> D. Outline your before/after paragraphs following these steps:
1. Plan for six to ten sentences per paragraph.
2. Choose the same or a similar setting.
3. Plan to use actions and mannerisms to show the contrasting.
4. Outline sentence by sentence or action by action--whichever way works better for you.
5. Do not plan to put in a Thesis Statement or a Thesis Statement “Reloaded” this time. Instead, let your

descriptions and contrasting speak for themselves. This is a creative story in that you will not tell your readers 
what you are going to tell them (like in more informative type of writing). Your writing and description will 
speak for themselves.

All--Paragraph of Body A
Topic of Paragraph 1 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 1 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 2 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 3 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 4 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 5 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 6 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 7 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 8 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 9 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 10 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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All--Paragraph of Body B
Topic of Paragraph 2 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 1 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 2 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 3 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 4 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 5 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 6 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 7 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 8 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 9 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 10 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Lesson E. Composition: Write Rough Draft Comparative, Descrip-
tive Story

<> E. Follow these steps to write your story:

(1) Read the sample story’s first two or three sentences (Box for A-1) to remind yourself how to start a very 
short comparative story.

(2) Read the topic of your first paragraph of the body and the sentence notes beneath it.

(3) Add any notes to this paragraph that you desire, or mark through things you do not want, or re-number
the sentence lines if you want your information in a different order.

(4) Write the first paragraph of the body (PoB-A) in your notebook (on every other line) or key it on the 
computer (double spaced).

(5) Continue the steps above for the rest of your story.
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Lesson F. Composition: Final Copy
<> F-1. Edit your story with your teacher or another “editor.”

<> F-2. Input your edits /changes and make any necessay changes to create your final copy.

Note: You will not complete a Checklist Challenge for this descriptive paper.
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Part II: Story Writing With Description--Blind Person
(Week Four Continued+)

You will be writing a short story showing perspective and description this week. It will be a
very short story of an individual with limited senses in a setting in which that person com-
pensates for that sense deficiency in some way.

I. TOPIC OF STORY
You will be writing a Short Story 
about a blind person from his/her     
point of view. 

II. NUMBER OF PARAGRAPHS IN   
THE BODY OF STORY
All students will write 2 paragraphs. 

III. SENTENCES PER PARAGRAPH
a. Basic students will write 6-8 

sentences per paragraph.
b. Extension students will write 

6-10 sentences per paragraph.

This is this week’s second Overview Box for Part II of this week.+

Note: This Overview Box, which is provided at the beginning of each assignment, is here
to give students (and teachers) an at-a-glance look at the entire composition project.
Each step of each lesson is assigned and detailed throughout the week(s).

Note: You will not complete a Checklist Challenge for this story.

IV. OPENING PARAGRAPH
Students will not write an Opening 
Paragraph. You will weave all background   
information into your story.

V. CLOSING PARAGRAPH
Students will not write a Closing Paragraph. 
You will weave all aspects of your resolu-
tion/conclusion into your story.

VI. ADDITIONAL SKILLS
You will be learning about writing descrip-
tion with limited senses.



Lesson A. Composition/Write On: Descriptive Writing

<> A-1. Study the Sample Outline and Story provided (Outline Box A-1 and Story Box A-1).

When writing a description, it is your goal to paint pictures in the imagination and stir the emotions of the reader. The words
you use are merely a vehicle to transmit those images and emotions from your mind to the mind of the reader. 

Like you learned earlier in this book, you should write description using action. In addition to that, you should write using
all five senses, not just what you can see. 

Look around the room you are in right now. Now close your eyes and think about the other senses. 

What can you smell? Maybe your mother is cooking dinner or maybe the baby just spilled apple cider all over the floor. 

What can you hear? Can you hear the sound of your brother’s computer game beeping? Or the sound of dishes clang-
ing as your sister unloads the dishwasher?

How about taste? As you sit down to dinner, what does the food taste like?  

<> A-2. For each of the five senses, describe in one sentence something that happened during the day.

(1) Sight:                                                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                                                               

(2) Hear:                                                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                                                                               

(3) Feel:                                                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                                                               

(4) Taste:                                                                                                                                                                               

                                                                                                                                                                                               

(5) Smell:                                                                                                                                                                               
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Paragraph 1: Back at home 
Sentence 1: Car drives off, leaves Josh in massive house 
Sentence 2: Was used to being alone but not to being blind
Sentence 3: Accident caused his blindness
Sentence 4: Tried to touch one of his sculptures 
Sentence 5: It wasn’t there; flailed around trying to find it; 
finds it
Sentence 6: Cold steel is comforting to him

Paragraph 2: Life begins again
Sentence 1: Goes to basement, smells familiar 
Sentence 2: Kept pace & timing with the sound of the steps
Sentence 3: Knows this room
Sentence 4: Walks confidently, gets random CD
Sentence 5: It could have been anything
Sentence 6: He had always chosen CD’s randomly
Sentence 7: CD was blues legend Bessie Smith
Sentence 8: Places lump of clay in front of him
Sentence 9: Sprinkles it with water, digs his hands in; comes
alive
Sentence 10: Didn’t know what he was making 
Sentence 11: The music would tell him

Sample Descriptive With Limited Senses Outline

Sample Descriptive With Limited Senses Story

Josh heardd  the roar  of thee carr  as iit  drrove off, leaving him alone in the massive house for thee firstt time
in three  months. In the  lasst thirtyy yeears, he had spent countless hours alone, buut backk then he had
his sightt.  Noww, aftter the  car accciideentt, he was complettely blind. While passing througgh the hall, he
reached out  tto touch one oof hiss mmany sculpttures. It wasn’t there; Jossh’s  hands grasped  at  the spot he
thought ccoontaaiined the ppreciious arttwoork untill – there it waas. The  cold steel of tthe moodernn work felt
good to him  now--familiar, commforrtiing, a friend. 

Josh felt  his  wayy ddownn  to thee bbasemment, grateful for the familiar smells and the ffamiliar dank
taste of tthe aair. AAs he walkkeed ddownn tthe rickety steps, he kept his pace and timing  with the creak-
creak soundd of each wooden ssttep  as he  put his weight down. He knew this  room by heaart. He walked
confidently  to the corneer andd ggrabbbedd a random CD off the holderrs thatt dominated the walll and
inserted  it  intoo the  player. It could  hhave been anything from Hip Hop to CClassicaal, Sinatraa tto
Beethoven. This waass oonee  thiingg  tthat wwould not change for him; he had aallwways closed hiss eyes and
chosen thhe muussic randdoommlyy; oonnlyy nnow he would  not havee to close his eyes any more.  The CD was
classical blues  legeend BBeesssie Smmiitthh.. He went to  his work taable and placed a  small lump  of clay
down in  fronntt of him.  Spriinkkliingg some water onto the clay,, he dug his hhandss in, feeeeling himself
come alive as he ddid.  Jossh diddn’’t kknnoow what the clay would become, and he wouuld neeverr see it, but
that was okay withh him.. Bessiiee  SSmiith would telll hiim in  time.   

Sample Outline Box A-1

Sample Story Box A-1

Help Box for <> A-2: Sample Sense Descriptions

1. Sight: The butterfly spread its brightly colored wings

2. Hear: The pile of plates crashed to the ground. 

3. Feel: The cat’s sandpaper-like tongue peeled the meat off of the bone. 

4. Touch: The lemon’s tartness made her wince. 

5. Smell: The foul smell repulsed him. 



Lesson B. Prewriting/Write On: Words That Are Sounds
<> B-1. In the Sample Story (Story Box A-1), highlight the following words:

PoB-A:
(1) roar

PoB-B:
(2) creak-creak

Words that are descriptive sounds can be useful when writing stories. They help to make the readers feel like
they are in the middle of a story. When you are experiencing something in life, you hear sounds; it is one of your five
senses. You want to incorporate this sense into your story writing.

Sometimes you will use onomatopoeia.  This is when the sound your mouth makes when you say the word is also
the way the thing sounds in real life.

Not all descriptive sound words are strictly onomatopoetic. A word like gurgle isn’t exactly what a gurgle sounds like, but
it puts that sound in the reader’s head.

The thing to remember is to write to all five senses. We experience the world with five senses; we want to experience
our fiction in all senses as well. 

<> B-2. Study the Words That Describe Sounds box (Box B-2).
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Words That Describe Sounds

babble
bark
bash
bawl
bay
beat
bellow
blast
bleat
boom 
bray
bubble 
buzz
cackle
caw
chant
chatter
chime
chirp 

tinkle
toll
toot
tootle
trill
twang
twitter
wail
warble
wheeze
whine
whir
whisper
whistle
yap
yell
yelp
zap
zip

purr
quack
roar
rumble
screech
scream
shriek 
sizzle
snap
snarl
snore
snort
splash
squall
squeak
thrum
thud
thump
tick

clangor
clank
clash
clatter
click
crack
crackle
crash
creak
croak
crow
drone
drumming
fanfare
fizz
gibber
grating
groan
growl

grumble
grunt
gurgle
hiss
hoot
howl
hullabaloo
hum 
jingle
meow
moan
mumble
murmur
mutter
neigh
patter
peal
peep
pop

Box B-2



<> B-3. Highlight any words in the Words That Describe Sounds box (Box B-2) that might work in your particu-
lar story.

<> B-4. Write five sentences using words that describe sounds.

1. ____________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________________________

Lesson C. Composition: Descriptive Story Writing

In this assignment, you will write a story from a blind person’s point of view by only describing the scene from what
he or she experiences. This means that you cannot use words telling what something looks like but must use the other
four senses to describe the scene. 

For example, you can’t say, The wall towered overhead since, from the blind person’s point of view, he or she couldn’t see
the tower “towering” at all. But you might be able to say, She felt the cool shade of the wall.

This is a two paragraph story. Your main character should have a goal and should face obstacles to that goal (just
like the sample provided in Story Box A-1). 

<> C-1. What is the goal your character will have? ____________________________
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<> C-2. List at least three obstacles your character will face.

1) ________________________________________________

2) ________________________________________________

3) ________________________________________________

<> C-3. Outline your two paragraph story from a blind person’s point of view.

Paragraph One of Body
Topic of Paragraph 1 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 1 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 2 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 3 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 4 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 5 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 6 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 7 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 8 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 9 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 10 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Help Box for C-1--Sample Goal

Goal: To re-discover his identity with-

out sight

Help Box for C-2--Sample Obstacles

Obstacles 

1. Loneliness 

2. Lack of sight 

3. Isolation 



Paragraph Two of Body
Topic of Paragraph 2 ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 1 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 2 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 3 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 4 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 5 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 6 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 7 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 8 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 9 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sentence 10 ______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Lesson D. Composition: Write Rough Draft of Short Story With   
Perspective

<> D. Write your story on every other line in your notebook, or key it on the computer (double-spaced).
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Lesson E. Revising/Final Copy: Final Copy Short Story With Per-
spective

<> E-1. Revise your story, adding more details, action, senses, etc., as needed. Go back to the “sound words”
(Box B-2) and see if any of those words should be added to your story.

<> E-2. Edit your story for errors.

<> E-3. Write a final copy of your story.

Note: You will not complete a Checklist Challenge for this short story.
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